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Message from our SOTA President– Jamie Krutkevich Slight
If you’ve been following public sector bargaining at all (what…doesn’t everyone?) you likely know that there
has been a lot of talk about wage freezes. The comments in the news after any article that mentions a
wage freeze often suggest that a wage freeze is not a big deal. Indeed, many contracts are already long
past expired, and the wage freeze would be mostly retroactive, so what is the big deal? Why don’t public
sector employees just take the wage freeze and move on? Well, let’s talk about that.
I’ve been teaching for 12 years. I graduated in 1999 and have been employed full time since then. The lowest pay increase I
ever saw was 2.2%. So, really, in my own personal context, I have had a career that has been marked by wage increases
and a positive bargaining climate. It kind of makes you wonder why I’m so interested in the Association, but that’s a discussion for another day. In any case, lots of SOTA members are in the same boat as me – we’ve never really had to fight for
much. But we need to look back a bit further to fully understand the impact of wage freezes.
1983 is a year of historical importance for teachers. This was a peak year for teachers’ salaries. The job is at least as demanding as it was in 1983, but our income has not kept pace. In 1984, the rate of inflation was 6.72%. Our pay increased
1.8%. That meant that a teacher in 1984 had $1,604 less purchasing power than a teacher in 1983. Inflation through the 80’s
continued to hold steady at just over 4%, with some moderate fluctuation. Wage increases ranged anywhere from 1.8% to
4.25%. But in 1995 and 1996, teachers took a wage freeze. By that point, in terms of inflation, a teacher’s salary bought
$8,710 less than it did in 1983. If that teacher had been teaching over the entire 12 year period, the accumulated loss was
$61,010. It certainly looks different than my 12 year experience, but what does it mean for the future?
Even though I was still in University during the two year wage freeze, it had an impact on my salary that has accumulated
every year. The first year I began teaching, my salary bought me $9,077 less than a teacher who began teaching in 1983. By
that time, the teacher who began teaching in 1983 had an accumulated loss of $88,423. Over the course of my 12 year career, those years where our wages did not keep up with inflation have impacted my purchasing power to the tune of nearly
$80,000. If you are a teacher who has been teaching since 1984, you’re out almost $160,000. In real terms, that means for
every dollar you made in 1983, you make 89.1 cents today.
Bargainers have spent the last decade trying to recoup these losses. We have made real gains over the past decade and the
hard work of teacher negotiators has not gone unrecognized. The fact remains that we are still behind in terms of our 1983
counterparts by a significant amount, and we all know the job has not gotten easier since then. The longer the clock ticks, the
farther behind we fall and a wage freeze would simply increase losses for teachers. So when you see organizations rejecting
wage freezes and people wondering what the big deal is, you can let them know it is a huge deal not only today, but for years
and years into the future.
As Manitoba’s economy continues to strengthen and grow, as our schools overflow with the products of a healthy, wealthy,
expanding province, and as we the teachers strive every day to nourish the minds of our students, know that your Association
is there behind you and fighting for you. We made the mistake of a wage freeze once before, and let’s not forget where that
has gotten us.

Important Dates:
February 9th - SOTA / Board Negotiations
February 15th - SOTA Council Meeting
February 18th - Deadline for Registration (V-ball social)
February 24th - SOTA / Board Negotiations
March 4th - SOTA Volleyball Social
March 11, 12, and 13th - MTS Curling Bonspiel
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Fall Wine and Cheese—November 30th, 2010

Thanks to the
staff at GCCI
for their
hospitality! A
special thanks
to the catering
staff! Thank
you to John
Wiens, our
keynote
speaker.
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Fall Wine and Cheese

A big welcome
to the 84 new
SOTA members!
Thanks to Pat
Isaak for
bringing
greetings on
behalf of MTS.
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By Leslie Deck, Vice President and Economic Welfare Chair

What’s Happening Provincially
Thirty-seven out of thirty-eight Associations’ contracts expired June 30, 2010, with all 37 at varying stages of the
bargaining process. After a number of meetings, River East-Transcona Teachers’ Association (RETTA) had
reached an impasse, and is currently in conciliation.
To date SOTA has had four negotiations meetings with the Board, with three subsequent meetings scheduled for
February 3, 9 and 24.

Over lunch the other day I was talking with some colleagues about our bargaining situation and what is going on
provincially. Phrases such as – ―contract expired‖, ―table team,‖ ―impasse,‖ ―conciliation‖ were used.
While familiar to those of us who have been teaching for a number of years, there are many new teachers who are
hearing this bargaining terminology for the first time. Some members may have the same questions regarding the
bargaining process as my colleague who is in her first year teaching.

When did our contract expire?
SOTA’s contract expired June 30, 2010.

How is our bargaining committee established?
The Seven Oaks Teachers’ Association constitution outlines the establishment and
duties of the Economic Welfare Committee which states;
6.02 Economic Welfare Committee
This committee shall:
a) consist of the chairperson, the Vice-President and other members representative of all
school levels and school administrators, as appointed by the Executive.
b) prepare a proposal for amendments to the Collective Agreement, at such time as
appropriate
c) nominate a sub-committee, known as the Negotiations Committee, consisting of the
Economic Welfare chairperson, the Vice-President, and a maximum of five (5)
members of the Economic Welfare Committee, appointed by the Executive, which
shall conduct negotiations with the Board of Trustees. The Negotiations Committee
that begins the collective bargaining process shall continue the process until the
collective agreement is ratified or arbitrated.
Who is bargaining on my behalf?
The term ―Negotiations Committee‖ is often referred to as ―table team‖. SOTA’s table team is comprised of the
following SOTA members:
~Leslie Deck, Brian Boychuk, Gail Kress, Jamie Krutkevich Slight, Orah Moss,
Jeff Morris, and MTS Staff Officer, Henry Shyka.
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SOTA Table Team
Leslie Deck – SOTA Vice President
Brian Boychuk – Forest Park School
Gail Kress - Garden City Collegiate
Jamie Krutkevich Slight - SOTA President

Thanks to our

Orah Moss – SOTA Past President

SOTA Table Team:

Jeff Morris - O.V. Jewitt
Henry Shyka - MTS Staff Officer

What happens when the two sides can’t come to an agreement?
If the two sides have reached an impasse, the Economic Welfare Chair will put forth a motion to apply for arbitration. It is
Council’s duty under the Seven Oaks Teachers’ Association constitution to approve application for arbitration.

Impasse – Wikipedia says:
A bargaining impasse occurs when the two sides negotiating an agreement are unable to reach an agreement and
become deadlocked.
Conciliation - Wikipedia says:
Conciliation is an alternative dispute resolution (ADR) process whereby the parties to a dispute agree to utilize the
services of a conciliator, who then meets with the parties separately in an attempt to resolve their differences.
Conciliation is often, but not always, a way for the two sides to get back to talking and conclude an agreement. If the
two sides cannot agree, they then move to the next phase of the bargaining process called Interest Arbitration.
Arbitration: Wikipedia says:
Arbitration, a form of alternative dispute resolution, is a legal technique for the resolution of disputes outside the
courts, where the parties to a dispute refer it to one or more persons by whose decision (the "award") they agree to
be bound. It is a settlement technique in which a third party reviews the case and imposes a decision that is legally
binding for both sides.
What happens if the Association and the Board agree?
When the Association and Board agree to the terms of a contract, they have reached what is called an Agreement-inCommittee.
The membership is informed of the terms of this agreement and a ratification vote is held as outlined in The Seven Oaks
Teachers’ Association constitution.

If you have any questions or comments, Leslie can be reached at
leslie.deck@sotamb.org or at www.sotamb.org
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Sign up with your school’s
Head Councilor!
Only $5 a ticket!

F RIDAY

th

March 4 ,
2011
From 4:30pm to 12:00am

VOLLEYBALL SOCIAL
The tournament and social will take place at the
Maples Collegiate in both gyms.

Cash bar, social
snacks, a great
DJ, & prizes to be
won!

For more information
contact the SOTA office at
985-6120 or email
marco.lopes@7oaks.org

Competitive &
Recreational
Divisions for all
skill levels!

Entry deadline will be February 18th! Minimum 7 players per team!
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Show us how your staff measures up!
Send your photos to catherine.robertson@sotamb.org

Manitoba Teachers’ SocietyAnnual General Meeting
The MTS Annual General Meeting runs from May 26th —28th, 2011.
At each AGM there are designated question periods where delegates can
ask questions that may not be addressed in any reports.
We are asking head councilors to check at their schools to see if there are
any questions that SOTA members would like the Resolutions Committee
to ask on their behalf. If there are any questions, please forward them to:

Robert.Holmes@sotamb.org
as soon as possible.
Speak up and have your questions heard by the Provincial Executive on
issues that matter most to teachers in Manitoba!
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